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Introduction

The electronic and structural properties of the seemingly
simple first-row transition-metal dihalides have been debat-
ed by both theoreticians and experimentalists for many
years.[1,2] Infrared (IR) spectroscopy and electron diffraction
(ED) have been the primary means of determining the ge-
ometry of these systems. The ED study of CrCl2

[3] and
CrF2,

[4] and the IR spectroscopic studies of different chromi-
um dihalides[5–12] have been reported previously. However,
the unambiguous determination of their structure has been
a problematic issue. According to mass spectrometric studies
of chromium dihalides[13,14] their vapor phase is complex, as
considerable amount of small clusters (up to tetramers) are

present beside the monomers. This fact makes the analysis
of both electron diffraction and gas-phase spectroscopic re-
sults rather difficult, since the information concerning the
monomeric molecules is buried among the ones correspond-
ing to the different oligomers. Another difficulty for gas-
phase spectroscopy is that chromium dihalides are rather in-
volatile compounds and the high temperatures needed to va-
porize their molecules complicate the interpretation of the
IR spectra, because of significant occupation of excited vi-
brational and rotational levels. Furthermore, these mole-
cules have low-energy bending modes that are often outside
the range of spectrometers. IR spectroscopy is also insensi-
tive to isotopic shifts of the asymmetric stretching mode for
quasi-linear molecules with bond angles between 1508 to
1808, and this makes the determination of their shape am-
biguous.[15] Matrix-isolation infrared spectroscopic studies
(MI-IR) might be a remedy to this problem, but they suffer
from possible effects due to the interaction with the matrix.

The general agreement from the above-mentioned IR
spectroscopic studies is that the structure of CrCl2 appears
to be linear, with the primary evidence of linearity being the
lack of a peak corresponding to the symmetric stretching
frequency. However, due to its weak intensity, the symmet-
ric stretching vibration for a quasi-linear molecule would be
quite difficult to detect in the IR spectrum, and the possibil-
ity of non-linearity cannot be discarded. Further evidence
for a possible bent structure stems from the earliest argon
MI-IR experiment,[5] from which the authors reported that
the frequency pattern for the asymmetric stretching mode
closely resembled that of a molecule with a bond angle be-
tween 1208 and 1508. The earlier ED experiment by one of
us[3] reported a highly bent structure with a Cl-Cr-Cl bond
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angle of 1108. However, later it was communicated that due
to the more complicated vapor composition than assumed in
the study, the result should be disregarded.[2] One of the
aims of the present study is the re-analysis of the ED experi-
ment with the help of information from our high-level com-
putations of all species.

Quantum-chemical studies have become a powerful tech-
nique in aiding the interpretation of experimental data for
CrCl2. Earlier ligand-field theory (LFT) was the accepted
model to aid the interpretation of the spectra of transition-
metal halides. LFT predicts that the transition-metal diha-
lides (MX2) would be linear in the gas-phase, with a high-
spin metal center, and only ionic interactions between the
metal and the halides. In a linear MX2 molecule (D1h-sym-
metry ligand field), the relative energies of the metal d orbi-
tals are in the order of dg<pg<sg.

[16,17] Hence, LFT together
with HundKs rule predicts that CrCl2 would have an elec-
tronic ground state of 5Sþg with an open-shell electron con-
figuration of d2

gp
2
g. The two earliest ab-initio calculations[18,19]

agreed with this prediction, and the ground state of CrCl2
was calculated to be the 5Sþg state with the 5Pg (d

2
gp

1
gs

1
g) and

5Dg (d1
gp

2
gs

1
g) states being the first and second excited elec-

tronic states, respectively. However, the more recent density
functional theory (DFT) calculations by Wang and
Schwarz[20] and also by Bridgeman and Bridgeman[21] gave
the energy sequence 5Pg<

5Sþg <
5Dg. Bridgeman also suggest-

ed, for the first time, that the first members of the transi-
tion-metal dihalide series might have a bent equilibrium ge-
ometry with a flat bending potential. At about the same
time, Jensen[22] also determined a 5B2 ground state as a
result of the Renner–Teller type bending of the 5Pg state.
He, again, noted a very flat bending potential with a barrier
to inversion of only 100 cm�1 at a bond angle of 144.38. In a
more recent paper, Nielsen and Allendorf[23] also predicted
the 5B2 state as the ground state using coupled cluster
theory, CCSD(T). They also reported that the 5B2 state was
only 0.1 kcalmol�1 lower in energy than the 5Pg transition
state, and this rather small energy difference is below the
zero-point vibrational energy for the bending mode. Such a
small energy difference makes the correct prediction of the
ground-state symmetry a formidable task, and to this date a
definite assignment of the electronic ground state of CrCl2
remains an irresolute issue.

The breakdown of LFT for transition-metal dihalides was
discussed extensively by Wang and Schwarz[20] and Bridge-
man and Bridgeman.[21] The computations show that ligand-
induced 3d–4s hybridization from the partially filled 3d sub-
shell on Cr lowers the energy of the sg orbital and the
strong p-donating properties of the halide ligands tend to in-
crease the energy of the pg orbital. Jensen showed that in-
clusion of electron correlation is also important in determin-
ing the correct electronic ground state of CrCl2; it increased
the energy of the 5Sþg and 5Dg states relative to the 5Pg state
by 3500 and 2600 cm�1, respectively. Apparently, scalar rela-
tivistic effects contributed less than 600 cm�1.[22]

The computations up until now focused on monomeric
chromium dichloride. However, as discussed above, the

vapor phase of the chromium dihalides contains a large
amount of oligomers as well. The only computation on such
species was done on Cr2I4.

[24] In this study, the structure was
optimized with C2v symmetry and a high-spin (nonet) state
was assumed to be the ground state. No other possible ge-
ometry or spin-state was investigated, neither were the tri-
meric and tetrameric species.

Computations of transition-metal dihalides face a number
of serious difficulties. For transition-metal-containing com-
pounds, wave-function-based methods are computer time in-
tensive and often require a multireference treatment.[25] On
the other hand, less costly DFT calculations are plagued
with correctly describing strong correlation and multirefer-
ence character in such systems.[26,27] As an example, Mott in-
sulators of transition-metal compounds are not well de-
scribed by the generalized gradient approximation (GGA)
in DFT,[28] and one is forced to add an on-site Hubbard-like
repulsion term (LDA+U approach[29]). Spin-symmetry
breaking in transition-metal compounds and consequently
spin–spin coupling in magnetic materials are also affected
by these deficiencies.[30,31]

In this work, our goal was to determine the ground-state
geometry of CrCl2 species from the monomers to the tet-
ramers, the infinite chain and the solid, at specific levels of
theory and compare the low-lying isomers of different spin
states. We also predict harmonic vibrational frequencies that
are used to calculate the thermodynamics of the cluster for-
mation within the temperature range used in the ED experi-
ment. Finally, we carried out a reanalysis of the earlier ED
experiment,[3] taking into consideration all possible species
that can be present in the vapor at the experimental condi-
tions.

Experimental Section

Computational methods : To determine all possible low-energy structures
for the CrCl2 clusters, we performed geometry optimizations using unre-
stricted Kohn–Sham (UKS) density functional theory, which breaks spin-
symmetry in these clusters (BS-DFT). As a starting point, we used the
PW91 gradient-corrected exchange-correlation functional by Perdew
et al.[32] with the Los-Alamos pseudopotentials and corresponding valence
double-zeta basis sets (LanL2DZ) for Cr and Cl.[33, 34] These preliminary
calculations were carried out for a large variety of possible three-dimen-
sional structures with chromium in different coordination and spin states.
All minima that yielded energies within a window of 1 eV from the
global minimum were considered for further refinement, except for the
tetramer for which we chose a window of 0.5 eV because of the high
computational costs. Using these geometries as a starting point, we car-
ried out geometry optimizations using BeckeKs three-parameter hybrid
functional (B3LYP),[35–38] which contains exact exchange and is known to
give better geometries. Here we used a modified energy-consistent Stutt-
gart scalar relativistic small-core pseudopotential and corresponding va-
lence basis set with a [8s8p7d3f]/ ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(7s7p5d3f) contraction scheme for Cr.[39]

An aug-cc-pVDZ basis set was used for Cl;[40] thus a total of 128 con-
tracted basis functions were used for the monomer. To ascertain the ef-
fects of a larger basis set and different methods on the various low-
energy oligomers, B3PW91[32,35] optimizations with a cc-pVTZ basis set
for Cl[40] were also performed,[41] which is also known to perform well for
metal halides.[42–44]
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The singlet states of the CrCl2 clusters are symmetry broken in the single
determinant description. If the closed-shell restricted Hartree–Fock ap-
proximation is applied, the configuration does not even resemble the sin-
glet ground state. As a result, we found that the dimeric Cr2Cl4 dissoci-
ates into two monomer subunits during the optimization at HF and MP2
levels of theory, and DFT leads to unreasonable geometries as well. For
example, the restricted B3LYP calculation for Cr2Cl4 gives an energy of
6.4 eV above the BS-DFT approach. Hence, a single-reference description
is not sufficient anymore. Because of the open-shell nature of the CrCl2
electronic structure, we also performed complete active space self-consis-
tent field calculations (CASSCF), followed by second-order perturbation
theory (CASPT2) for both the monomeric and dimeric species, as well as
coupled cluster calculations (CCSD(T)) for the monomer within a full
active valence space. For the CASSCF calculations, initial guesses of the
wavefunctions were obtained from restricted open-shell Hartree–Fock
calculations. For the-low lying 5B2,

5Sþg ,
5Pg, and

5Dg states of the mono-
mer, we applied CASSCF ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(16,15), which denotes 16 electrons distributed
over 15 orbitals. This active space consisted of the five 3d metal orbitals
on Cr (dg, pg, sg) along with the 3p orbitals from both Cl. Also included
in the active space were the virtual 4s and 4p orbitals on Cr. The geome-
try was kept at the optimized B3LYP distance, since an optimization was
computationally not feasible. For the CASPT2 calculation, we had to
reduce the active space to (4,5) for the 5B2,

5Sþg ,
5Pg,

5Dg,
3Sg
�, and 1Sþg

states, which distributes four electrons in the metal 3d orbitals. Here we
were able to carry out a geometry optimization. For the dimers, we used
the same active space as for the monomers, which results in a CASSCF-
ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(8,10) of the ten 3d metal orbitals on the Cr atoms. Only the singlet and
nonet states of the dimer were examined, as these calculations became
again prohibitively expensive, and the geometry was also fixed to that ob-
tained from the B3LYP calculations. For the 5Pg and 5Dg states, a state-
averaged CASSCF calculation had to be performed to correctly describe
the multireference character in these states. All multireference calcula-
tions were performed using the program system Molpro.[45]

Harmonic vibrational frequencies were computed by standard analytical
gradient techniques, which gave the zero-point vibrational energy correc-
tion, the enthalpy and the Gibbs free energies of atomization for a tem-
perature range of 1000–2000 K and a pressure of 1 atm. Basis-set super-
position errors (BSSE) for the clusters were calculated using the counter-
poise correction by Boys and Bernardi,[46, 47] but including two-body terms
only.

To calculate the antiferromagnetically coupled infinite chain of CrCl2 we
performed DFT calculations with the PW91 functional employing the
projector augmented wave (PAW) method[48,49] with a plane wave basis
set as implemented in the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package.[50] Using
a supercell approach, neighboring chains were separated by at least 25 O.
Along the chain direction, two irreducible k-points were found sufficient
to sample the Brillouin zone. Further details of these and the bulk crystal
calculations can be found in reference [31].

Electron diffraction analysis : We decided to reanalyze the earlier elec-
tron diffraction experimental data by one of us (M.H.),[3] because of the
possibility that larger species might have been present in the vapor
beside the monomers and dimers that were taken into account in the
original analysis.[2] The details of the experiment are given in refer-
ence [3], and the temperature of the experiment was 1170�50 K. Since
the publication of the original article, a new set of electron scattering fac-
tors was published; these were used for the new analysis.[51] The experi-
mental and theoretical molecular intensity and radial distribution curves
are given in Figures 1 and 2; the experimental molecular intensities are
given in Table S1 as supporting information. The first and largest peak on
the radial distribution contains all Cr�Cl bond lengths, that is, those of
the monomer and of the different clusters that were present in the vapor.
According to the computation, there were three different bond lengths in
the dimer and four different bond lengths in the trimer. This means alto-
gether seven additional different Cr�Cl distances besides the monomer.
It is clear that without some prior information about them, they could
not be separately determined. Similarly, we needed information from
other sources about the symmetry and structure of the oligomers present

in the vapor in order to aid the electron diffraction analysis by way of ap-
plying them as constraints.

Our strategy was the following: we accepted as constraints, at least at the
initial stages of the refinement, all the differences of the different cluster
bond lengths from that of the monomer. It is known that the physical
meaning of bond lengths coming from different techniques is different,[52]

and simply taking over bond lengths from the computation (equilibrium
bond length) to the analysis of electron diffraction data (from which we
determine thermal average bond lengths) would be erroneous. However,
taking the differences of bond lengths approximately cancels the differ-
ence between their physical meaning, and therefore, their use as con-
straints is an accepted procedure. The stretching vibrations of metal hal-
ides are usually anharmonic, and this influences the molecular intensities.
The so-called asymmetry parameter (k), describing the stretching anhar-
monicity, can usually be refined. However, with so many closely spaced
bond lengths this was impossible; therefore, we assumed the asymmetry
parameter based on our experience with other transition-metal
ACHTUNGTRENNUNGdihalides.[53]

Furthermore, we also accepted the bond angles of the dimer and trimer
from the computation. We also carried out normal coordinate analyses
using the program ASYM[54] based on the computed frequencies and
force fields of all three species, in order to calculate vibrational ampli-
tudes. These were used as starting parameters, and many of them were
later refined during the analysis. The parameters that were refined at the

Figure 1. Experimental (dots) and calculated (solid line) electron diffrac-
tion molecular intensities and their differences (D) at two different
camera ranges for a vapor composition of 77(4)% mono ACHTUNGTRENNUNGmers, 19(4)%
dimers, and 4(3)% trimers of chromium dichloride.

Figure 2. Experimental (dotted line) and calculated (solid line) radial dis-
tributions and their differences (D) corresponding to the molecular inten-
sities of Figure 1. The contributions of different distances are indicated.
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first stages of the analysis were the bond length and the vibrational am-
plitudes of the monomer molecule, the vapor composition, and the vibra-
tional amplitudes of the other chromium–chlorine bond lengths grouped
together with the monomer amplitude. We also refined the amplitudes of
the most important nonbonded distances of the different species. The
analysis was performed with the so-called static analysis, meaning that a
thermally averaged structure was refined. Such a structure suffers from
the shrinkage effect and usually has a lower symmetry than the equilibri-
um structure. Therefore, we introduced and refined the parameters de-
scribing the puckering motions of the dimers and trimers.

We found that with the above constraints, the agreement between the ex-
perimental and theoretical distributions was not satisfactory, especially in
the region of the bond length, indicating that the constrained bond-
length differences did not quite correspond to the measured structures.
Therefore, we tried to carefully refine them, and they usually refined to
somewhat smaller values than the computed ones. Since the computed
bond-length differences were not exactly the same from different levels
of computations, we decided that refinement of these values was justified.
Further, we let the bond angle of the monomer and those of the dimer
also refine. They stayed close to the computed values.

Looking at the radial distribution curve, it can be seen that most of the
information about the systems present in the vapor is in the first peak,
corresponding to the bond lengths. The major component of the vapor,
the monomer, has only one Cl···Cl nonbonded distance, but the clusters
have many strong contributions in this region, even if they are present
only in small amounts. Therefore, it is not surprising that depending on
the refinement scheme, within a certain interval, different vapor composi-
tions and somewhat different geometrical parameters can give equally
good agreement—even if we consider only realistic solutions. Moreover,
if we accept the results of the computation about the structure of the
clusters, we have altogether eight different Cr�Cl bond lengths within
the first peak, differing from each other by about 0.02 to 0.20 O, with
their different vibrational amplitudes and different weights depending on
their relative amounts.

There is one more uncertainty concerning the ED results. Our computa-
tions showed (see Table 1, below) that the linear 5Pg saddle-point state is
only about 0.02–0.09 eV higher in energy than the 5B2 ground state, and
this means that molecules in this state may also be present in the vapor
phase, since the thermal energy of our experiment is more than enough
to produce them. Even if the lifetime of these transition-state molecules
is short, it might still be much longer than the very fast interaction time
of the electron beam and the molecular beam in the experiment (approx-
imately 10�18 s). Even molecules in the 5Sþg excited state might be present
in the vapor according to some of the computations. The monomers in
the 5Pg and 5Sþg states are linear and also have somewhat longer bond
lengths than the ground-state (5B2) molecule. We tried to include two dif-
ferent monomeric species in the analysis, but this was not successful due
to the high correlations. There is also a certain elusiveness concerning
the dimeric species which constitutes about 20% of the vapor. The
energy difference, for example, between the nonet and singlet dimeric
structures of C2v symmetry is about 0.024 eV, and the DFT and CASPT2
methods do not even agree on which one is the ground state. These struc-
tures differ by several thousandths of an O in some of their bond lengths.
Moreover, the energy difference between the C2v and C2h symmetry
dimers is only about 0.001 eV, although their geometries do not differ
much. Therefore, in determining the uncertainties of the structural pa-
rameters, we have to take into consideration that some structures may be
averages of similar molecular species.

Results and Discussion

The CrCl2 monomer : The results of the different-level com-
putations on the CrCl2 monomer are listed in Table 1 to-
gether with the available literature data. Experimental struc-
tural parameters are also included for comparison. Consider-

ing the linear geometries, from the three possible high-spin
states, 5Sþg (d2

g, p2
g),

5Pg (d2
g, p1

g, s1
g), and

5Dg (d1
g, p2

g, s1
g), the

5Pg state is the lowest in energy. However, the 5Pg state is
not a minimum; it is a transition state undergoing a
Renner–Teller distortion[56,57] by splitting into two nonde-
generate states, a 5B2 and an 5A2 state, of which the 5B2 state
is the ground state (see Figure 3). The shape of the molecule

in the ground electronic state of CrCl2 is bent. Note that the
UKS-DFT calculations give only one imaginary vibrational
mode instead of a doubly degenerate one for the 5Pg state,
which implies that the multireference character is not well
described by the Kohn–Sham approach, and one may re-
quire partial occupations for the spin-orbitals to remedy this
situation. A more accurate description of this state (and of
the 5Dg state as well) is obtained from a state-averaged
CASSCF calculation in which the pg (or dg) orbitals possess
half occupancies in each orbital. Although our CASSCF-
ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(16,15) treatment may lack major dynamic correlation, it
also predicts a bent 5B2 ground-state structure, with the 5Pg

saddle point lying only 0.075 eV above the ground state. The
next local minimum is of 5Sþg symmetry, and about 0.15–
0.28 eV above the 5B2 ground state. It was only the CASPT2
calculation that found the 5Sþg state to be the ground state,
but only by 0.035 eV below the 5B2 state. Even the single-
reference coupled cluster treatment gives the 5B2 as the
ground state, and we are quite confident that the correct or-
dering of the electronic states is 5B2<

5Sþg <
5Dg. All other

states of different spin multiplicity are considerably higher
in energy and cannot be considered as contestants for the
ground state of CrCl2. Nevertheless, we mention that unre-
stricted B3LYP describes reasonably well the singlet state,
being 5.03 eV above the 5B2 state in reasonable agreement
with our CCSD(T) value of 4.28 eV.

The 5B2 ground electronic state shows a very shallow
bending potential with a bond angle of between 1448
(B3LYP) and 1688 (CASPT2) and only less than 0.1 eV
below the linear high-symmetry point. Hence, it is difficult
to predict an accurate bond angle for the 5B2 state. Note
that for CaF2, which has a very shallow bending mode as
well,[58] a bent structure was identified in the gas phase as

Figure 3. Bending potential curves of the 5B2 (lower curve) and 5A2

(upper curve) states obtained from B3PW91 calculations.
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this molecule has a nonzero dipole moment.[59] The B3LYP
and CCSD(T) geometry optimization produces a bond
length of 2.193 and 2.194 O, respectively, in excellent agree-
ment with the estimated experimental equilibrium bond
length of 2.196(20) O. The CASPT2ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(4,5) result is 2.201 O,
also in very good agreement. It is known that the MP2
method tends to underestimate bond lengths. B3PW91 also
gives a bond length too short, and two other DFT studies
determined similarly short bond lengths.[20,21] Note that the

difference in bond lengths be-
tween the 5Pg saddle point and
the 5B2 minimum structure is
very small.

The results of the ED analy-
sis are given in Table 2. The
thermal average bond length
(rg) of 2.214(13) O agrees with
the previously[3] determined
value within their uncertainties.
The equilibrium bond length
can be estimated from the rg
parameter by introducing vibra-
tional corrections. As discussed
in the ED analysis section
above, the value we determined
here depends on several as-
sumptions and thus carries a
larger than usual uncertainty.
The equilibrium Cr�Cl bond
length (rMe ) of 2.196(20) O is in
agreement with several of our
computed values, see Table 1.
The bond angle from electron
diffraction, 149(10)8, has an
even larger uncertainty, due to
the fact that the peak around
4.2 O on the radial distribution
curve has several components
from the dimers and trimers,
and thus the exact position of
the monomer Cl···Cl distance is
uncertain. Nonetheless, this
bond angle does not correspond
to a linear molecule, even if
taking into account the shrink-
age effect. If we assume that
due to the high experimental
temperature and the small
energy difference between the
ground state and the 5Pg state
the linear transition-state mole-
cules could also be present in
the vapor in a smaller
amount—and assuming that
they had a bond length similar
to that of the ground-state mol-
ecule as obtained from our cal-

culations (see Table 1)—its Cl···Cl distance would be only
about 0.12 O longer than that of the ground-state molecule
with a 1498 bond angle due to the shrinkage effect. This
would somewhat decrease the Cl···Cl distance and, conse-
quently, the bond angle of the ground-state molecule. The
large uncertainty of the bond angle covers this possibility.
Moreover, the energy difference between the 5B2 and 5Pg

states is only 0.020 eV, or about 161 cm�1. For the bending
mode, the harmonic zero-point vibrational energy (Eo) is ap-

Table 1. Relative energies, geometrical parameters, and vibrational frequencies of CrCl2 in different electronic
states. Energies in eV, distances in O, angles in degrees, and frequencies in cm�1.

State Method[a] Ref.[b] DE R ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(CrCl) a ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(ClCrCl) nbend
[c] nsym-str nasym-str

exptl(IR) [5,9] – – – – – 493.5[d] ,457.4[e]
[7,8] – – – – – 475[f] ,458.5[g]
[12] – – – – – 422[h]

exptl(ED) – 2.196(20) 149(10) – – –
5B2 B3LYP 0 2.193 146.7 49.3 349.4 472.8

MP2[i] 0 2.179 165.2 24.8 339.3 496.9
B3PW91[i] 0 2.175 143.6 56.8 357.6 476.7
CCSD(T) 0 2.194 167.0 32.4 337.9 492.2
CASPT2 0.035 2.201 167.5 – – –
CASSCF[j] 0 2.193 146.7 – – –
B3LYP [22] 0 2.201 144.3 57.2 344.2 467.3
CCSD(T) [23] 0 2.199 156.2 45 338 486

5Pg B3LYP 0.020 2.198 180 47.4i/92.4[k] 329.6 479.0
MP2[i] 0.001 2.181 180 18.0i/101.3[k] 334.6 497.4
B3PW91[i] 0.027 2.182 180 46.2i/98.1[k] 334.1 484.5
CCSD(T) 0.032 2.194 180 – – –
CASPT2 0.085 2.202 180 – – –
CASSCF[j] 0.075 2.198 180 – – –
CASSCF [55] – 2.175 180 – – –
B3LYP [22] 0.012 2.209 180 – – –
BP–VWN [20] – 2.173 180 [i,k] 358 476
LSDA [21] 0 2.15 180 85 315 480
HF [19] 0.282 2.309 180 – – –

5Sþg B3LYP 0.156 2.239 180 69.7 327.7 460.3
CCSD(T) 0.145 2.240 180 80.8 333.5 474.8
CASPT2 0 2.240 180 – – –
CASSCF[j] 0.276 2.239 180 – – –
B3LYP [22] 0.200 2.248 180 – – –
BP–VWN [20] – 2.216 180 – – –
HF [19] 0 2.315 180 – – –
LSDA [21] 0.532 2.21 180 65 326 465

5Dg B3LYP 0.804 2.226 180 49.9 322.5 468.9
CCSD(T) 0.765 2.228 180 – – –
CASSCF 0.910 2.226 180 – – –
CASPT2 0.654 2.229 180 – – –
CASSCF[j] 0.910 2.226 180 – – –
B3LYP [22] 0.860 2.237 180 – – –
LSDA [21] 1.039 2.183 180 56 325 459

3Sg
� B3LYP 1.636 2.135 180 19.8 352.1 510.0

CCSD(T) 1.794 2.122 180 – – –
CASPT2 2.319 2.158 180 – – –
BP–VWN [20] – 2.101 180 – – –
LSDA [21] 0.899 2.078 180 90 348 540

1Sþg B3LYP 5.025 2.144 180 51.7 367.8 508.5
CCSD(T) 4.284 2.170 180 – – –
CASPT2 3.503 2.138 180 – – –
BP–VWN [20] – 2.126 180 – – –

[a] Unless otherwise mentioned, a CASSCF ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(4,5) was used. Unless otherwise noted, an aug-cc-pVDZ basis for
Cl was used. [b] Unless otherwise stated, the data given are from this study. [c] For the linear structures, the
bending mode is doubly degenerate. [d] MI-IR (Ar) from ref. [5]. [e] MI-IR (Ar) from ref. [9]. [f] Gas-phase
IR data from ref. [8]. [g] MI-IR (Ar) from ref. [7]. [h] Gas-phase IR from ref. [12]. [i] cc-pVTZ basis set used
for Cl. [j] A CASSCF ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(16,15) was used. [k] i indicates imaginary frequency in the bending mode.
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proximately 25 cm�1, and the bending mode has only three
vibrational states within the energy well (25, 75 and
125 cm�1). If we take a Boltzmann distribution over 66
states including the ground state (i.e., taking the states rang-
ing from 25–3275 cm�1) at 1200 K, we calculate that only
16% of the monomers will be within the first three bending
states. Hence, 84% of the monomers will have enough
energy to become linear, which is best described as a dy-
namic Renner–Teller system.

The electronic absorption spectra of CrCl2, reported by
DeKock and Gruen[16] contains two transitions located at
5400 and 9000 cm�1. The oscillator strengths of these two
transitions indicate that they arise from Laporte forbidden
d4!d4 transitions. These type of transitions are indicative of
a linear geometry which occur between the states of D1h
symmetry. Based on ligand-field theory, DeKock and Gruen
assigned these two transitions to 5Sþg!5Pg and

5Sþg!5Dg, re-
spectively. Because ligand-field theory incorrectly predicts
the relative energies of the 3d metal orbitals, the assignment
of the first transition is incorrect, as the 5Pg state is lower in
energy than the 5Sg state. Furthermore, the 5Pg!5Sþg transi-
tion is calculated to be at 911 cm�1 at the CCSD(T) level,
which is well below both excitation energies. The 5400 cm�1

transition is close to our calculated 5Pþg!5Dg transition,
which is at 5912 cm�1 at the CCSD(T) level (not including
zero-point vibrational effects). None of the transitions stud-
ied for CrCl2 came close to the 9000 cm�1 transition, and it
was predicted that this band could have arisen from transi-
tions between rotational–vibrational levels of the 5Pg and
5Dg states.

[22] This is rather unlikely according to our results,
but multireference configuration interaction calculations are
needed to identify these bands (for a recent multireference
treatment of CrO2 see reference [60]).

Mulliken and NBO analyses at the B3LYP level of theory
were also carried out for the lowest energy species and the
results are given in Table 3. The charges and spin densities
obtained at the B3PW91 level of theory are very similar and
are therefore omitted. It is apparent that in the high-spin
state the spin density is almost exclusively located at the Cr
atom, with only a very small amount of spin density situated
at the chlorine atoms. The charges between the different

electronic states vary only little. However, the Mulliken and
NBO charges differ significantly, the latter indicating a
charge at Cr two to three times larger than the Mulliken
analysis. However, both methods indicate that even though
the molecule is ionic, there is substantial covalent character.
The data given in Table 4 show a Wiberg bond index of
about 0.64 for the Cr�Cl bond in the 5B2 state, thus support-
ing this observation.

CrCl2 clusters : As mentioned in the Computational methods
section, we searched for the global minimum for the dimer
Cr2Cl4 (denoted as D in the following), the trimer Cr3Cl6
(T), and the tetramer Cr4Cl8 (Q). The lowest-energy struc-
tures are shown in Figures 4–6. Irrespective of the spin-state,
we obtain planar, doubly bridged CrCl2 units as the global
minimum. These planar chain structures of CrCl2 units are
the basic building blocks of the a-CrCl2 phase in the solid
state.[31, 61,62] In the solid, every Cr atom is in a ligand field of
an elongated and distorted octahedron of Cl atoms.[61,62]

However, four Cl atoms form a close rectangle with the Cr
atom in its centre, resulting in CrCl2 chains along the crys-
tallographic c-axis. The global minima of the dimers, trimers,
and tetramers (D1, T1, and Q1, respectively) as shown in
Figures 4–6 are the basic units of these chains. In our pre-

Table 2. Geometrical parameters and vapor composition from electron
diffraction.

Parameter Value

rg ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(Cr�Cl)[a] [O] 2.214(13)
re
M
ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(Cr�Cl)[b] [O] 2.196(20)

l ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(Cr�Cl)[c] [O] 0.093(3)
k ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(Cr�Cl)[d] [O3] 5.17R10�5

rg ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(Cl···Cl) [O] 4.272(95)
l ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(Cl···Cl) [O] 0.216(26)
aa Cl�Cr�Cl [8] 149(10)
monomer [%] 77.4 ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(4.2)
dimer [%] 18.7 ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(4.2)
trimer [%] 3.9 ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(2.8)

[a] The rg ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(Cr�Cl) value from ref. [3] is 2.207(10) O. [b] Calculated from
rg ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(Cr�Cl) by anharmonic corrections. [c] Refined in a group with the am-
plitudes of the dimer and trimer bond lengths. [d] Not refined.

Table 3. Results of Mulliken and NBO analyses for the lowest energy
species from B3LYP calculations.

Species State Atom Mulliken
charge

NBO
charge

Mulliken spin
density

monomer 5B2 Cr 0.427 1.153 4.085
Cl �0.213 �0.577 �0.042

5Pg Cr 0.435 1.166 4.132
Cl �0.218 �0.583 �0.066

5Sþg Cr 0.561 1.386 3.964
Cl �0.280 �0.693 0.018

5Dg Cr 0.470 1.338 3.926
Cl �0.235 �0.669 0.037

3Sg
� Cr 0.392 0.878 2.228

Cl �0.196 �0.439 �0.114
1Sþg Cr 0.315 0.879 0

Cl �0.157 �0.439 0
dimer 1A1 Cr1 0.396 1.111 �4.063

Cr2 0.396 1.111 4.063
Clt1 �0.308 �0.568 0.011
Clt2 �0.308 �0.568 �0.011
Clb1 �0.114 �0.559 0
Clb2 �0.063 �0.526 0

9A1 Cr1,Cr2 0.410 1.134 4.081
Clt1,Clt2 �0.312 �0.578 �0.013
Clb1 �0.143 �0.587 �0.060
Clb2 �0.052 �0.525 �0.077

trimer 5Ag Cr1,Cr3 0.603 1.122 4.059
Cr2 �0.022 0.994 �4.153
Clt1,Clt2 �0.352 �0.579 �0.005
Clb1 �0.100 �0.511 0.013
Clb2 �0.140 �0.529 0.010

tetramer 1Ag Cr1,Cr4 0.782 1.122 �4.031
Cr2,Cr3 0.021 0.999 4.155
Clt1,Clt2 �0.362 �0.581 0.003
Clb1 �0.136 �0.513 �0.014
Clb2 �0.174 �0.530 �0.011
Clb3,Clb4 �0.131 �0.498 �0.102
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liminary calculations, we found two structures close in
energy with the terminal Cl atoms (denoted as Clt) either in
cis (C2v symmetry) or in trans (C2h symmetry) position to the
chain, that is, structures D1, D2 and T1, T2. However, ex-
tended basis set calculations only gave the trans structures
as minima for the trimer and the tetramer.

The high-symmetry D2h-bridged structures, quite common
for metal dihalide dimers,[2] represent only saddle points
with two imaginary frequencies for the bending of the termi-
nal Cl atoms towards trans minima. This is the result of a
pseudo Jahn–Teller distortion, with one mode, for example
of B3g symmetry, towards the trans structure. Structures
which include Cr�Cr bonds are found to be too high in
energy to be considered here. We show a few high energy
structures in Figures 4–6, obtained at the PW91/LanL2DZ
level of theory; D3 (0.519 eV above the global minimum),
T3, T4, T5, and T6 (0.445, 0.697, 0.945, and 0.976 eV above
the global minimum structure, respectively), and Q2, Q3,
and Q4 (0.852, 0.864, and 0.934 eV above the global mini-
mum structure, respectively). They all consist of (more or
less) bent CrCl2 units. As they are not a major component
in the gas phase even at higher temperature, they will not
be discussed further.

Based on the lowest energy structures for all oligomers
studied here, our results clearly indicate that the chain motif
found in the solid structure can already be seen in the earli-
est process of CrCl2 nucleation. Our DFT calculations also
show that as the size of the chain increases, the average Cr�
Clb distances in the oligomers converge towards a value that
is quite close to the experimental solid-state intrachain Cr�
Cl distance of Oswald[61] (Figure 7). Note that the trans min-
imum structures are ideally aligned for nucleation towards
the one-dimensional CrCl2 chain.

The electron diffraction radial distribution curve
(Figure 2) clearly indicates that there are other species pres-
ent in the gas phase beside the monomer, since for a tri-
ACHTUNGTRENNUNGatomic molecule only two peaks corresponding to the Cr�Cl

Figure 4. Low-energy minima for the CrCl2 dimer.

Figure 5. Low-energy minima for the CrCl2 trimer.

Figure 6. Low-energy minima for the CrCl2 tetramer.

Table 4. Wiberg bond indices for the lowest energy species from B3LYP
calculations.

Species State Bond Wiberg bond index

monomer 5B2 Cr�Cl 0.642
5Pg Cr�Cl 0.634
5Sþg Cr�Cl 0.495
5Dg Cr�Cl 0.458
3Sg

� Cr�Cl 0.944
1Sþg Cr�Cl 0.917

dimer 1A1 Cr1�Clt1 0.639
Cr1�Clb1 0.338
Cr1�Clb2 0.372

9A1 Cr1�Clt1 0.624
Cr1�Clb1 0.315
Cr1�Clb2 0.377

trimer 5Ag Cr1�Clt1 0.623
Cr1�Clb1 0.377
Cr1�Clb2 0.340
Cr2�Clb1 0.372
Cr2�Clb2 0.371

tetramer 1Ag Cr1�Clt1 0.620
Cr1�Clb1 0.378
Cr1�Clb2 0.343
Cr2�Clb1 0.367
Cr2�Clb2 0.365
Cr2�Clb3 0.376
Cr2�Clb4 0.375

Figure 7. Average Cr�Clb and Cr�Clt distances for the different CrCl2
oligomers from B3LYP calculations. The experimental solid-state intra-
chain Cr�Cl values are shown as dashed lines. [a] From X-ray data of
Oswald (2.37 O).[61] [b] From X-ray data of Tracy (2.4 O).[62]
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bond length and the Cl···Cl nonbonded distance would be
observed. The peak at 3.3 O contains the Cr···Cr and
Clb···Clb distances within the rings of the oligomers
(Figure 2). The monomer Cl···Cl distance is in the peak at
4.3 O, together with several oligomer distances and the fur-
ther peaks, at about 5.4 and 7.3 O, correspond to different
longer nonbonded distances of the dimer and trimer mole-
cules. The agreement between the experimental and calcu-
lated distribution is very good, demonstrating that the chain-
like structures support the experimental data. We also have
to mention that the more general, six-membered ring struc-
ture (T5) of metal halide trimers (see, for example refer-
ence [63]) does not agree with the experimental data. In
that structure, there are three equal Cr···Cr distances in the
ring that are situated around 4.0–4.1 O. That would push the
monomer Cl···Cl distance to the peak at 3.3 O, resulting in a
monomer bond angle smaller than 110 degrees, which would
not agree with either of our computations. Even if the
trimer amount is about 3% in both types of refinements,
due to the large atomic number of Cr and the fact that there
are three such distances, its effect is noticeable. Due to the
many closely spaced distances and to the relatively low con-
centration of the larger species in the vapor, it is not possi-
ble to distinguish between their high-spin and low-spin
states, or between the C2v and C2h structures of the dimer.

The most important structural parameters of the clusters
are listed in Table 5, all other distances and angles can be
derived from the Cartesian coordinates given in Table S2
(Supporting Information). The different spin states for a

specific cluster differ only little in energy, and also have
very similar geometries. The terminal Cr�Cl bond lengths
are about the same in the low- and high-spin structures,
while the bridging bonds are more affected by the change in
spin multiplicity than the terminal Cr�Cl bonds. The differ-
ence between the geometries of the cis C2v and trans C2h

structures of the dimers in the same electronic states is also
very small. The B3PW91 functional together with the better
triple-zeta basis set on chlorine gave considerably shorter
bond lengths by about 0.02 O with respect to the B3LYP
functional with the double-zeta basis set on chlorine. We
mention that the NBO analysis gave no evidence for Cr�Cr
bonding in the clusters.

In the solid state, the spins of the Cr 3d electrons are
found to be antiferromagnetically coupled with four parallel
spins situated almost exclusively in the d-bands of Cr along
these chains, which is well described by the Ising spin-cou-
pling model.[64,65] However, the energy difference between
the antiferromagnetic (AFM) and the ferromagnetic (FM)
phase is very small, with only 0.016 eV per CrCl2 unit,

[31] in-
dicating little direct spin coupling between the Cr atoms. We
therefore expect that the low- and high-spin states are close
in energy for the clusters as well. According to HundKs rule,
one expects the high-spin states to be more stable than the
low-spin states. However, in the solid the AFM state is the
ground state,[31] and that would predict a low-spin singlet
state for the dimer and the tetramer, and a quintet state for
the trimer for the CrCl2 clusters. This is, indeed, the case.
According to our B3LYP (B3PW91) calculations, the global

Table 5. Molecular properties for the global minimum structures of CrCl2 clusters for different spin states.[a]

D1 D2 T1 Q1
Property Method 1A1

9A1
1Ag

9Ag
5Ag

13Ag
1Ag

9Ag
17Ag

De PW91[b] 47.8 47.2 47.8 47.2 96.1 95.4 143.9 143.4 143.0
PW91[c] 45.4 45.1 45.6 45.1 87.8 84.2 131.9 – 127.1
B3LYP 46.6 45.3 46.5 45.2 90.8 89.7 135.0 134.6 133.9
B3PW91 47.1 46.0 47.0 45.8 92.6 91.6 138.8 137.5 137.1

De+ZPVE B3LYP 45.6 44.4 45.6 44.3 88.9 87.8 132.2 131.7 131.1
B3PW91 46.1 45.0 46.1 44.8 90.7 89.6 135.4 134.6 134.2

R ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(Cr1�Clt1) B3LYP 2.210 2.211 2.210 2.211 2.214 2.215 2.215 2.216 2.216
B3PW91 2.193 2.195 2.193 2.195 2.198 2.198 2.199 2.198 2.200

R ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(Cr1�Clb1) B3LYP 2.354 2.355 2.353 2.362 2.348 2.353 2.348 2.349 2.352
B3PW91 2.327 2.330 2.328 2.339 2.322 2.328 2.322 2.324 2.327

R ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(Cr1�Clb2) B3LYP 2.373 2.389 2.372 2.386 2.366 2.372 2.364 2.374 2.370
B3PW91 2.360 2.377 2.358 2.370 2.352 2.360 2.351 2.353 2.357

R ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(Cr2�Clb1) B3LYP 2.354 2.355 2.372 2.386 2.391 2.393 2.392 2.398 2.397
B3PW91 2.327 2.330 2.358 2.370 2.370 2.372 2.373 2.372 2.376

R ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(Cr2�Clb2) B3LYP 2.373 2.389 2.353 2.362 2.391 2.395 2.392 2.400 2.400
B3PW91 2.360 2.377 2.328 2.339 2.370 2.375 2.374 2.374 2.380

R ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(Cr2�Clb3) B3LYP – – – – – – 2.384 2.377 2.382
B3PW91 – – – – – – 2.361 2.361 2.362

R ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(Cr2�Clb4) B3LYP – – – – – – 2.384 2.378 2.383
B3PW91 – – – – – – 2.362 2.370 2.364

R ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(Cr1�Cr2) B3LYP 3.307 3.384 3.307 3.394 3.390 3.432 3.383 3.412 3.435
B3PW91 3.257 3.346 3.258 3.364 3.346 3.399 3.342 3.376 3.402

a(Clt1�Cr1�Clb1) B3LYP 125.9 122.9 125.9 124.0 126.6 127.0 126.9 126.5 127.5
B3PW91 120.4 118.6 120.5 120.7 121.4 121.9 121.5 121.8 122.0

a(Clb1�Cr1�Clb2) B3LYP 91.2 89.0 91.2 88.7 89.7 88.4 90.0 88.5 88.5
B3PW91 91.9 89.4 91.9 88.8 90.2 88.5 90.5 89.3 88.6

[a] Dissociation energies De in kcalmol�1, distances in O, and angles in degrees. For the different structures D1, D2, T1 and Q1 see Figures 4–6.
[b] PW91 calculations using the LanL2DZ basis set. [c] PW91 calculations using PAW method and plane wave basis sets.
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minimum is the singlet D1 structure of the dimer, the quin-
tet structure T1 for the trimer, and the singlet structure Q1
of the tetramer (see Table 5). Furthermore, based on our re-
sults for the different spin-states of the monomer, which re-
sulted in a 5B2 state as the ground state, we only had to
couple total spin S=2 monomer units to build up succes-
sively the chain structure to the solid phase of CrCl2. This
results in the AFM singlet (S=0) and FM nonet states for
the dimer (S=4), the AFM quintet (S=2) and the FM tri-
decet (S=6) states for the trimer, and the AFM singlet (S=

0), the intermediate nonet (S=4), and the FM septendecet
(S=8) states for the tetramer.

This analysis is supported by the Mulliken spin densities
shown in Table 3. For the monomer the spin density is
almost exclusively situated at the Cr atom with four un-
paired electrons (S=2). Unfortunately, one of the shortcom-
ings of BS-DFT is that it does not describe coupled spin
states well when two or more transition-metal centers are
within close proximity.[30] The uncoupled, high-spin state of
the dimer (››) is described reasonably well with DFT. How-
ever, we get either the (›fl) or (fl›) configuration instead of
the correct (›fl–fl›) combination for the singlet state of the
dimer. Ideally, the singlet state should have zero net spin
density everywhere in the molecule for even sized clusters;
however, the BS solution has an excess of a and b spin den-
sity located on the adjacent Cr atoms. These BS solutions
are also seen in the trimer and tetramer. The coupling for
the trimer consists of an oscillating (4a,4b,4a) pattern for
the quintet state, and the coupling pattern for the singlet
tetramer consists of (4b,4a,4a,4b). The nonet state for the
tetramer is slightly different, with the coupling pattern being
(4a,2b,2b,4a). The primary disadvantage of BS-DFT is that
the exchange coupling between the metal centers is overesti-
mated, and the coupled-spin states are overstabilized.[66]

In light of the BS solutions for the low-spin states of the
clusters, CASPT2 ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(8,10) calculations were performed for the
singlet- and nonet-optimized B3LYP structures of D1 in
order to determine whether the energy differences are,
indeed, that small. Not surprisingly, restricted Hartree–Fock
calculations predict a nonet ground state with the singlet
state lying very high in energy, 8.50 eV. The singlet energy
drops substantially at the unrestricted Hartree–Fock level
and the difference becomes only 0.02 eV. At the CASSCF-
ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(8,10) level of theory, the singlet state lies only 0.089 eV
above the nonet state. This energy difference decreases fur-
ther to 0.024 eV at the CASPT2 level of theory. CASPT2
calculations, therefore, predict that the high-spin dimer is
the lowest in energy. However, these calculations have been
performed at the B3LYP optimized geometry as the
CASPT2 optimization would be computationally too de-
manding, and a proper geometry optimization could easily
favor the singlet over the nonet state.

The calculated dissociation energies into CrCl2 units at
the PW91, B3LYP, and B3PW91 level of theory are shown
in Table 5. The results show that the addition of each CrCl2
unit to the CrCl2 chain brings an almost constant energy
gain of about 45 kcalmol�1. This is also supported by our

PAW calculations with which we obtain a cohesive energy of
42.9 kcalmol�1 per CrCl2 unit for the AFM infinite chain.
This compares well with the 46.4 kcalmol�1 per unit for the
solid, which includes interactions between the CrCl2 chains.
Somewhat higher energies are obtained with wavefunction
based methods. At the unrestricted (single-reference) MP2
level of theory, we calculate a dissociation energy for struc-
ture D1 of 57.4 kcalmol�1 for the nonet state. In compari-
son, at the CASPT2 level we get 54.0 kcalmol�1. Hence we
assume that the dissociation energies are underestimated by
our DFT methods. We also considered the basis set superpo-
sition error (BSSE) from two-body contributions for the
cluster formation. From the B3LYP calculations, the BSSE
for the lowest energy clusters is 1.6 kcalmol�1 for the dimer,
trimer, and the tetramer, respectively. Apparently, they
remain almost constant as the cluster size increases. The
actual magnitude of BSSE is comparable or even larger
than the energy difference between the low- and high-spin
states; however, the BSSE does not change between the dif-
ferent spin states as we included only two-body terms.

A listing of the harmonic vibrational frequencies and IR
intensities for the global minima structures of the monomer-
ic up to the trimeric species are given in Table 6 from two

different levels of computations. As expected, the most in-
tense IR band for the monomer arises from the asymmetric
Cr�Cl n3 stretching mode. The two DFT calculations predict
this mode to occur at 473 and 477 cm�1, respectively, while
MP2 and CCSD(T) calculations give 497 and 493 cm�1, re-
spectively. The experimental information for this mode is
rather confusing. Kobra assigned 475 cm�1 to the asymmetric
stretching frequency in a gas-phase IR experiment.[8] From
the three available argon-matrix IR measurements, two
groups assigned this mode similarly, at 458[7] and 457 cm�1,[9]

while the third group assigned a value that is 40 cm�1

higher, that is, 494 cm�1.[5] To make the picture more compli-
cated, Hastie et al.[7] measured CrCl2 in a neon matrix and
found the mode at 493 cm�1. Even taking into account
matrix shifts, the 40 cm�1 difference between the different
matrices is too large—not to mention the difference be-

Table 6. Vibrational frequencies (n) and IR intensities (I) calculated for
the global minima singlet or quintet states of the CrCl2 species.

[a]

Method Species n [cm�1] (I [kmmol�1])

B3LYP monomer 49(15), 349(11), 473 ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(147)
B3PW91 monomer 57(14), 358(13), 477 ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(136)
B3LYP dimer 21(8), 23(2), 37, 90, 113, 115(19), 265(8), 282(6),

284, 330(46), 420 ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(293), 433(5)
B3PW91 dimer 21(2), 30(8), 51, 90, 110, 115(19), 264(7), 287,

294(7), 339(43), 423 ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(275), 437(13)
B3LYP trimer 13(2), 18(7), 23, 29, 29, 90, 92(4), 95(8), 105,

133(18), 144, 213, 261, 281(13)
288, 293(5), 309, 330 ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(191), 350(79), 424 ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(299), 429

B3PW91 trimer 12(1), 26, 27(7), 30, 37, 90, 96(9), 97(4), 104,
133(18), 139, 220, 265, 283(11)
290, 303(4), 319, 336 ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(182), 358(74), 428 ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(293), 432

[a] Only non-zero intensities are listed and set in parentheses after the
corresponding frequency.
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tween data referring to the same matrix. The picture is fur-
ther complicated by a relatively new gas-phase measurement
that suggested a 422 cm�1 value for the asymmetric stretch-
ing frequency of CrCl2.

[10] We note that this frequency fits
rather well to our most intense stretching frequency for the
CrCl2 dimer.

Beside the evident problems of both high-temperature
gas-phase and matrix-isolation IR experiments, including an
uncertain amount of dimeric or other polymeric species,
there are also other uncertainties in the experiments. For ex-
ample, in two of them[9,10] CrCl3 was evaporated, not CrCl2
and thus the vapor composition was, possibly, even more
complicated. In another experiment[5] metallic chromium
was treated with chlorine gas at high temperature in argon
atmosphere and the vapor composition was not checked.

In trying to decide which one of the measured frequencies
could be the real gas-phase asymmetric stretching frequency
of CrCl2, it is worthwhile to compare this value to the asym-
metric stretching frequencies of the other first-row transi-
tion-metal dihalides.[2] They change from about 480 cm�1

(MnCl2) up to about 520 cm�1 (NiCl2). Although there is no
direct connection between the bond length and the n3 fre-
quency, it is still worthwhile mentioning that the bond
length is largest for MnCl2 (d

5 electronic configuration), and
it decreases toward NiCl2; the difference between the two
being as large as 0.13 O. Considering the position of Cr in
the row, the n3 value around 475 cm�1 seems to be somewhat
more reasonable for CrCl2 than the one around 495 cm�1.

Kobra[8] and Hastie[7] measured several other bands that
they assigned to dimeric or possibly trimeric species. Several
of these agree with our computations, considering the evi-
dent uncertainties of both techniques. There is a wide and
very intense peak in the high-temperature gas-phase spec-
trum[8] (about 320 cm�1) that must include the monomer
symmetric stretching frequency (we computed it between
340–350 cm�1), but its IR intensity is rather small. There are,
however, several medium intensity bands of the dimer and
an intense band of the trimer in this region.

As we have [4ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(n�1)+2] Cr�Cl bonds for the (CrCl2)n
clusters, we have 4n�2 Cr�Cl stretching frequencies in the
CrCl2 chain. The two highest frequency modes are the sym-
metric and asymmetric terminal Cr�Clt stretching modes.
As expected, the coupling between the symmetric and asym-
metric modes becomes smaller as the chain grows and the
splitting between these two modes become smaller with
only 5 cm�1 left for the trimer. These frequencies branch out
with growing cluster size, with the lowest stretching frequen-
cy starting from 349 cm�1 for the monomer, 265 cm�1 for
the dimer, to 213 cm�1 for the trimer; while the highest fre-
quency decreases converging at around 430 cm�1 with grow-
ing chain length at the B3LYP level of theory. The lowest
frequencies for all of the clusters are the ring puckering,
ring twisting, and terminal chlorine bending modes.

There are no experimental data reported for the bending
frequency. This is the frequency for which the computations
are the most vulnerable; they usually underestimate these
modes by a considerable amount as the bending potential

can be quite shallow, see Figure 3. Our computations predict
the bending mode for CrCl2 between 25 and 57 cm�1. For
the first-row transition-metal dihalides from MnCl2 to NiCl2,
this frequency has been measured between about 85–
96 cm�1. Based on this, our bending mode frequency of
45 cm�1 as predicted by CCSD(T) is probably too small. Of
course, the experimental bending frequencies could include
considerable anharmonicity effects. However, our anhar-
monic analysis for the bending mode results in a decrease of
this mode by only 1 cm�1, even less than the anharmonic
contributions to the symmetric and asymmetric stretching
frequencies that are about 3–4 cm�1.

The B3LYP and B3PW91 dipole moments for the global
minima are 2.267 D and 2.430 D for the 5B2 state of the
ACHTUNGTRENNUNGmonomer, and 1.082 D and 1.728 D for the 1A1 state of the
dimer D1, respectively. This compares to 1.609 D (B3LYP)
and 2.119 D (B3PW91) for the 9A1 state of the dimer. Note
that the trans structures contain inversion symmetry and
yield no dipole moment.

Thermodynamic analysis : Vibrational analyses on the
B3LYP global minima were carried out at 298.15 K as well
as from 1000–2000 K. We calculated the values of DH from
statistical thermodynamics for the reactions given in Equa-
tions (1)–(3) to be �44.4, �42.0, and �42.1 kcalmol�1, re-
spectively.

2CrCl2 ! Cr2Cl4 ð1Þ

Cr2Cl4 þ CrCl2 ! Cr3Cl6 ð2Þ

Cr3Cl6 þ CrCl2 ! Cr4Cl8 ð3Þ

Based on the DHo
298 values of sublimation for the mono-

mer up to the tetramer from a mass spectrometric study by
Ratkovskii et al.,[14] we calculated the values of DH for the
same reactions to be �55�4, �53�5, and �56 kcalmol�1,
respectively, at standard conditions; the tetramer value is
only an estimation. Ratkovskii and co-workers also deter-
mined the standard enthalpies of dissociation of the dimer,
trimer, and tetramer to be 55�4, 109�8, and
156 kcalmol�1, respectively. We obtained values of 44.4,
86.4, and 128.5 kcalmol�1, respectively, for the same process-
es. Schoonmaker et al.[13] determined the DH value of disso-
ciation of the dimer at 985 K to be 47.9�3 kcalmol�1. We
obtained a value of 42.7 kcalmol�1. Hence our B3LYP DH
values for reactions given in Equations (1)–(3) are all too
positive compared to the experimental values. Changing to
B3PW91 or to any other hybrid or generalized gradient ap-
proximation does not improve this situation significantly.

Therefore we used the following approach: we calculated
the dimerization energy by the CASPT2 method and used
that as a basis to estimate all other dissociation energies.
First, as each CrCl2 adds almost a constant value, we took
the CASPT2 dimerization energy of 54.0 kcalmol�1 and cor-
rected it by the three- and four-body contributions from our
B3LYP calculations. This gives changes in total electronic
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energies (not including zero-point vibrational energy correc-
tions) of DE=�54.0 kcalmol�1 for the reaction in Equa-
tion (1) as discussed above, and �51.7 for reactions in Equa-
tions (2) and (3). Next, we took the thermodynamic analysis
from our B3LYP calculation and added the finite tempera-
ture values to our CASPT2 energies. The corrected enthal-
pies, DH, and free energies, DG, at different temperatures
are listed in Table 7. The reported DH values are now in
much better agreement with experiment, even though they
might still be a bit low.

The reported thermodynamic properties should be useful
for future gas-phase experiments. Unfortunately, we could
not estimate the possible vapor composition at our ED ex-
perimental conditions. First of all, the vapor composition is
very sensitive to slight changes in the DG values. Moreover,
the evaporation during the ED experiment is most likely a
sublimation process, during which larger species might evap-
orate from the solid together with the monomeric molecules.
The estimation of the thermodynamics of these processes is
beyond our present possibilities.

Conclusions

Chromium dichloride remains a challenging problem for
both experimental and theoretical studies. From the compu-
tational point of view, handling an open electron-shell
system requires special care. It has been shown previous-
ly[20,21] that ligand field theory is only a crude approximation
for these systems, as there is a noticeable 3d–4s mixing,
giving rise to low-lying, closely spaced electronic states. In
this paper, complete active space calculations with different
sizes of the active space were applied; together with multire-
ference, second-order perturbation theory, and coupled clus-
ter calculations, in order to treat both dynamic and nondy-
namic electron correlation for the monomer molecule. Ac-
cording to the literature, neither the electronic state nor the
shape of the ground-state monomeric molecule have been
known with certainty. Our extensive calculations determined
that from among the possible electronic states of a linear
molecule, the 5Pg state has the lowest energy, but it is a
saddle point, in agreement with the ramifications of the
Renner–Teller effect.[56]

Chromium dichloride, with its d4 electronic configuration,
is an interesting system in that it is subject to both the Jahn–
Teller and the Renner–Teller effects; the former in its crys-
tals and the latter in the gas phase. The chromium atom in

the crystal of a-CrCl2 has a distorted (elongated) octahedral
coordination according to both its X-ray diffraction[62] and
computational[31] studies—a typical Jahn–Teller distortion of
a high-symmetry octahedral coordination around a d4 metal.

According to the Renner–Teller effect, the lowest energy
linear electronic state of the molecule, 5Pg, splits into two
nondegenerate states, of which the 5B2 state is the ground
state from all but one of our calculations. Only the CASPT2
method puts the 5B2 electronic state above the 5Sþg state by a
mere 0.035 eV. The 5Sþg state is about 0.16–0.28 eV higher in
energy than the 5B2 state for all other computations. The
other electronic states are much higher in energy and are
not contestants for the electronic ground state.

Small clusters of CrCl2 from dimers to tetramers have
been investigated. It was found that they all consist of anti-
ferromagnetically coupled chains of CrCl2 molecules, form-
ing four-membered rings, closely resembling the solid-state
structure of a-CrCl2. The BS-DFT calculations might over-
estimate the stabilities of the coupled low-spin states. [67]

The correlated ab initio methods predict that the high-spin
states are the ground state, but this result is strongly
method-dependent, and requires accurate multireference
calculations. Nevertheless, the DFT calculations are in
agreement with experimental results for the solid, in which
the ground state is the antiferromagnetically coupled state.

From the possible structures for the dimer, the C2v and
C2h symmetry structures are shown to have almost the same
energy; therefore, both are candidates for the ground state
for the dimer, with the C2v structure being more stable than
the pseudo Jahn–Teller distorted C2h structure by less than
0.01 eV.

We re-analyzed the previously published ED data[3] taking
into consideration the more complicated vapor composition
than supposed in that study.[68] The major component of the
vapor of chromium dichloride was the monomeric species.
Beside that about 19(4)% dimers and 4(3)% trimers were
also present, but their larger size means greater contribu-
tions to the molecular scattering (due to their larger number
of atomic pairs) than their small percentage would indicate.
We estimated the experimental equilibrium bond length of
CrCl2 by anharmonic corrections, rMe ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(Cr�Cl)=2.196(20) O.
This value, as well as the bond angle of the molecule, agrees
very well with the computations. The unusually large uncer-
tainties of the parameters are due to the complicated vapor
composition and the very large correlations among the
closely spaced distances belonging to the different species.
The present ED analysis is in agreement with the previous

Table 7. Thermodynamic properties for the CrCl2 nucleation according to the reactions in Equations (1)–(3) in the text.

T DH(1) DG(1) DS(1) DH(2) DG(2) DS(2) DH(3) DG(3) DS(3)
[K] [kcalmol�1] [kcalmol�1] [calmol�1K�1] [kcalmol�1] [kcalmol�1] [calmol�1K�1] [kcalmol�1] [kcalmol�1] [calmol�1K�1]

298.15 �51.8 �40.2 �39.0 �49.5 �37.9 �38.8 �49.6 �36.5 �43.7
1000 �50.1 �16.9 �33.2 �47.7 �12.6 �35.1 �47.8 �8.7 �39.0
1200 �49.3 �10.3 �32.5 �46.9 �5.6 �34.4 �47.0 �1.0 �38.3
1500 �48.1 �0.7 �31.6 �45.7 4.6 �33.5 �45.8 10.0 �37.2
2000 �46.1 14.8 �30.4 �43.7 21.7 �32.4 �43.8 28.8 �36.3
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one in that the molecule is not linear; however, the bond
angle from the present study is much larger than the one re-
ported in reference [3]. The dibridged structure of the tri-
meric species, found to be the ground-state structure by our
computations, is also in agreement with the experiment,
while the usual structure of metal halide trimers, the six-
membered ring structure, is not. The bridged structure of
the dimeric and trimeric species can be considered as a first
step in the nucleation process leading to the crystal of
CrCl2.

Young et al.[69] conclude their recent article on the shape
of the TiF2 molecule with the following statement: “There is
now no reliable experimental evidence for the nonlinearity
of any first row transition-metal difluoride or dichloride.” In
view of our findings on the nonlinearity of CrCl2, we offer
the following comment. Our computations determined that
this molecule undergoes Renner–Teller symmetry breaking,
and within the adiabatic (Born–Oppenheimer) approxima-
tion—which strictly defines the structure of a molecule[70]—
it is bent. It is comforting that the electron-diffraction exper-
imental data are fully consistent with this finding. At this
point it is of interest to look into the question: could the
ED data alone be interpreted by a linear arrangement of
the molecule? This question is not as straightforward as we
might think, since ED yields a thermal average structure
rather than the equilibrium structure, hence even a linear
molecule appears to be bent in an ED analysis. Thus, the
question is whether it might be possible to distinguish a bent
thermal average structure from a genuinely nonlinear geom-
etry? The shrinkage of the nonbonded Cl···Cl distance for a
linear metal dichloride molecule is always much larger than
that of a truly bent molecule, so the thermal-average struc-
ture for such a linear molecule could be close to a truly bent
one. There is a simple relationship between the bending fre-
quency of a linear molecule and the shrinkage effect and,
consequently, the bond angle of the molecule.[71] As we al-
ready discussed above, the computed bending frequencies of
CrCl2 are much too small to be reliable. However, there are
experimental frequencies available for several other transi-
tion-metal dichlorides.[2] In between TiCl2 (130 cm�1) and
CuCl2 (122 cm

�1), the bending frequencies of other first-row
transition-metal dichlorides vary between about 85–95 cm�1.
Thus, it seems reasonable to suppose that the gas-phase
bending frequency of CrCl2 would not be smaller than, say,
90–100 cm�1. We performed structure analyses with bond
angles constrained at values corresponding to bending fre-
quencies in the region between 60–120 cm�1. The agreement
with experiment somewhat worsened compared with the
structure with the refined 1498 bond angle. However, when-
ever the constraint on the bond angle was lifted, it always
refined to the 1498 value. We also checked which bending
frequency would correspond to a thermal average bond
angle of 1498 for a molecule for which the equilibrium struc-
ture would be linear. The corresponding n3 was 73 cm�1.
This value appears far too low considering the trend of the
bending frequency variation among the first row transition-

metal dichlorides. This observation lends additional support
for the nonlinearity of CrCl2.
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